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IP NEWS

Jiaquan INTA 2019 and Business Visit to The US 
Concluded Successfully

The annual conference of the International Trademark Association (INTA) was held in 

Boston, Massachusetts, USA from 18 to 22 May 2019. Over 11,000 IP practitioners 

across the world attended the event.

Led by Mr. Xinxue YU, general manager of Jiaquan IP Law, a team of professionals from 

the firm went to Boston for the global IP gala. The team actively engaged in seminars, 

symposiums and business meetings with other associates during INTA. By making in-

depth communication with peers and business representatives from all over the world, 

the team has not only enhanced mutual understanding and friendship, but also 

established extensive and friendly business relations with whom it has met. Meanwhile, 

the team has taken the stage to demonstrate its strength and demeanor in the field of IP 

to the world.
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Mr. Zhiming TANG and Ms. Ying ZHENG of Jiaquan IP Law Awarded 
as “Rising Patent Attorney of Guangdong 2018”

Recently, the recognition ceremony of Rising Patent Attorneys of Guangdong was held 

amid the fifth general meeting of Guangdong Patent Agency Association. After the 

procedures of application, preliminary examination, investigation and final 

examination, 10 patent attorneys out of 63 were finally selected and appraised during 

the meeting.

In the selection, two candidates of Jiaquan - Mr. Zhiming TANG and Ms. Ying ZHENG, 

were made into the top 10 list and awarded with“Rising Patent Attorney of Guangdong 

2018” by showcasing their solid professional knowledge and outstanding performance. 

Jiaquan is the only firm who has two or more members making into the top 10 list of the 

Rising Patent Attorneys of Guangdong selection for the past two years. This somewhat 

exhibited the professionalism of the team in the field of intellectual property . Moreover, 

the award itself speaks for the talent capacity of Jiaquan IP Law.

Source: Jiaquan IP Law
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Currently , OPPO and MIUI formally demonstrated the 

engineering handsets employing the under-display 

camera technology by microblog respectively. However, 

the technical principles and characteristics of the under-

display cameras of the two were not clearly introduced 

from their product videos and promotional materials. 

Since it is a common sense to apply for a patent before a 

product is publicized, the author attempted to obtain the 

technical principles of the under-display cameras of MIUI 

and OPPO from the perspective of patent retrieval and 

patent document analysis, and analyzed the technical 

contents. 

Firstly, the author retrieved Chinese patent of the under-

display camera of OPPO, retrieved the applicant "OPPO" 

and the keywords "under-display camera" ((TIABC= 

(under-display and camera)) (((AP = (OPPO)) or (AEE = 

(OPPO)))), and browsed and screened out the following 

patents related to under-display cameras. 

Through browsing, it was found that most of these patents 

belong to the technical solution of realizing under-display 

photographing by projecting an image to the screen 

corresponding to the under-display camera, and the 

Who Is Prevailing in Under-Display Front-Facing Camera?

Liang Jiaqi
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Electric and Electronic Group

Telecommunication Group

Mr. Liang graduated from South 
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majoring in communication 
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Liang Jiaqi

Serial No. Title Application No.:

1 Electronic Equipment CN201820848718.X

3 Electronic Equipment and Display Screen Assembly CN201820848717.5

4
Driver Chip, Image Sensor, Camera, and Electronic

Equipment
CN201820857971.1

5
Image Processing Module, Camera and Electronic

Equipment
CN201820858009.X

6
Display Screen Assembly, Electronic Equipment and

Display Control Method
CN201810557076.2

8
Driver Chip, Image Sensor, Camera, and Electronic

Equipment
CN201810565549.3
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author selected one of them to make explanation. 

The independent Claim 1 of the utility model patent CN201820858009.Xtitled Image 

Processing Module, Camera and Electronic Equipment discloses the following contents. 

In short, the under-display camera solution of OPPO is to divide a light-transmitting area 1021 

in a display screen, the imaging assembly 30 (equivalent to a camera) for photographing and 

the projection assembly 20 are arranged under the light-transmitting area 1021. When an 

image is displayed in full screen, the projection assembly 20 projects the image to the light-

transmitting area 1021, thus filling the missing image in the display screen to achieve a full 

screen display effect. When a front-facing camera is used, the projection assembly 20 is turned 

1. An image processing module, comprising a substrate,  and a projection assembly an 

imaging assembly; 

wherein the projection assembly and the imaging assembly are both arranged on a 

surface of the substrate; 

the  and comprises a color film layer, a  projection assembly is used for projection display

metal wiring layer, a light emitting element and a driving element which are stacked and 

arranged in sequence; 

the for imaging and comprises a color imaging assembly is used for acquiring images 

film layer, a metal wiring layer and  which are stacked and a photosensitive element

arranged in sequence; and 

the imaging assembly and the projection assembly share the metal wiring layer and the 

color film layer. 

Light-transmitting area 1021 Light-proof area 1022 Light-proof area 1022 
Display screen 1020

Imaging assembly 30
Projection assembly 20

Camera 1000

Processing unit 1010
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off, the imaging assembly 30 is turned on, and external light enters from the light-transmitting 

area 1021, thus acquiring a front image. At the moment, the user can see that the light-

transmitting area becomes black, while it can be seen from the demonstration video of the 

engineering handset of OPPO that the top of the screen presents a large black edge with the 

same width as the light-transmitting area 1021. 

It can be seen that the demonstration contents of the engineering handset of OPPO can better 

correspond to the patent above. The under-display camera technology has a better effect of 

displaying and hiding the camera, but has a relatively high cost due to the addition of the 

projection assembly. However, in order to realize seamless connection of image edges, a 

complex algorithm needs to be assisted and a high-performance processor is equipped at the 

same time, especially when playing games and watching video and other dynamic images. The 

performance requirements for the processor and the projection assembly are also higher, and it 

can be predicted that the technology is likely to be seen only in flagship handsets with higher 

prices. 

Referring to the retrieval method above, the author also retrieved the related patents of MIUI, 

selected the following three related patents for under-display camera through browsing, 

comparing and analyzing to make explanations.

The independent Claim 1 of the utility model patent CN201920402862.5 (hereinafter referred to 

as Patent 1) titled Terminal discloses the following contents. 

Serial No. Title Application No.:

1 Terminal CN201920402862.5

2 Mobile Terminal CN201821909793.9

3 Terminal Screen and Terminal CN201822197896.3

1. A terminal, comprising a display screen and a sensor arranged below the display 

screen, wherein the sensor is ; the display screen is provided a photosensitive sensor

with a sensor area, a photosensitive part of the sensor is located within a first 

orthographic projection range of the sensor area, the sensor area is a transparent 

display area formed on the display screen, and the transparent display area is 

transparent when the sensor works;  is also arranged above the a color-changing layer

display screen, and the color-changing layer is used for being switched between a 

colorless state and a colored state; and the sensor area is located within a second 

orthographic projection range of the color-changing layer. 
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In Patent 1, a transparent display area (shown as an opening in the display screen) and a 

photosensitive sensor below the transparent display area are also provided. The transparent 

display area is shielded by setting a color-changing layer above the transparent display area. 

When the sensor needs to be used, the color-changing layer is controlled to become colorless, 

so as not to affect the normal use of the sensor. When the sensor is not used, the color-

changing layer is in a colored state, so that the color of the color-changing layer is 

corresponding to or the same as that of the surrounding, and the color difference between the 

sensor area and the surrounding can be effectively reduced, and since the sensor area has 

display capability, the display screen can be guaranteed to have an integral "mirror" effect in a 

display state or a non-display state. However, according to the description, the color-changing 

layer is made of an electrically, magnetically or thermally driven color-changing material, so that 

this area cannot display a specific image, and only a single color can be displayed. Since 

Patent 1 only effectively shields the transparent display area and does not fill the image to the 

empty part of the screen, a UI interface design (e.g., a large black edge) must be matched in 

order to realize the full screen solution, which has a great limitation, and no material capable of 

freely changing colors has been found so far, so this technology is not a real under-display 

camera technology. 

The independent Claim 1 of the utility model patent CN201821909793.9 (hereinafter referred to 

as Patent 2) titled Mobile Terminal discloses the following contents. 

Control module

150 Sensor 104

Color-changing layer 130
Front cover plate 101

Display screen 120

1. A mobile terminal, comprising: an optical device, a display module, and a light anti-

reflection film; 

wherein the display module is located above the optical device; and the light anti-

reflection film corresponding to the optical device is located on the display module and . 



In Patent 2, a light anti-reflection film is arranged on a display area corresponding to an optical 

element, when a front-facing camera is started, the area corresponding to the optical element 

does not emit light, since the area is provided with the light anti-reflection film, the light-

transmitting performance of the area is increased, and then the function of under-display 

photographing can be realized. Patent 2 can solve the problem of under-display photographing, 

but due to the increased light transmittance of the corresponding area of the optical element, 

the user can still see the camera under the screen through the display module, which is not a 

perfect full screen effect. 

The independent Claim 1 of the utility model patent CN201822197896.3 (hereinafter referred to 

as Patent 3) titled Terminal Screen and Terminal discloses the following contents. 

China Practice

1. A terminal screen, comprising a substrate and a display layer located on an upper 

layer of the substrate; 

wherein the display layer comprises a main display area and an ;auxiliary display area

the main display area and the auxiliary display area have different pixel distribution 

patterns; and 

the auxiliary display area comprises at least one sub-pixel, and a light-emitting control 

device of the sub-pixel is located outside the auxiliary display area. 

Light anti-reflection film

Optical device

Protecting layer

Transparent adhesive layer

Display screen

Shell 

Auxiliary display area
 Main display area

Sub-pixel
Sub-pixel

12.13.16 are collectively called Display Module
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In Patent 3, the arrangement and distribution of pixels on the screen corresponding to the 

camera are changed to increase the light-transmitting performance of the area, when a front-

facing camera is started, the area corresponding to the optical element does not emit light, and 

since the light-transmitting performance of the arrangement of the pixels in the area is 

increased, the function of under-display photographing can be realized. Patents 3 and 2 are the 

same, the user can still see the camera under the screen through the display module, which is 

not a perfect full screen effect. In combination with the introduction of the light transmitting 

principle promoted by MIUI in hidden-camera screen and the fact that the camera under the 

screen can be seen faintly in the dyed picture, the author guesses that Patent 2, Patent 3 or 

related arts are likely to be adopted in the engineering handset demonstrated by MIUI. 

Conclusion: 

The under-display camera design of OPPO can better solve the problems of full screen display 

and hidden under-display camera, but it has the disadvantages of high cost and complex 

algorithm. The under-display camera solution of MIUI is not perfect, but has a relatively low 

cost, which reflects the consideration of cost control and higher cost performance of MIUI, does 

not to change the existing molds and the arrangement of internal elements of the handset, and 

can be directly installed and used in MIUI 9 just like the video released by microblog, so that 

the under-display camera solution of MIUI is undoubtedly less difficult in development and 

easier in mass production. 

To solve the problem that the camera cannot be completely hidden, the author thinks that it is 

possible to combine Patents 1 and 2 above, i.e., both the light anti-reflection film and the color-

changing layer are provided. The color-changing layer is light-proof during full screen display, 

the OLED above the color-changing layer clearly displays the image, and the camera is 

completely shielded; when the front-facing camera is used, the color-changing layer becomes 

transparent for light imaging. 
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